The inclusive Ô single and double differential cross sections for neutral and charged current processes are measured with the H1 detector at HERA, in the range of four-momentum transfer squared É ¾ between ½ ¼ and ¿¼ ¼¼¼ GeV ¾ , and Bjorken Ü between ¼ ¼¼¾ and ¼ . The data were taken in 1998 and 1999 with a centre-of-mass energy of 320 GeV and correspond to an integrated luminosity of 16.4 Ô ½ . The data are compared with recent measurements of the inclusive neutral and charged current · Ô cross sections. For É ¾ ½ ¼¼¼ Î ¾ clear evidence is observed for an asymmetry between · Ô and Ô neutral current scattering and the generalised structure function Ü ¿ is extracted for the first time at HERA. A fit to the charged current data is used to extract a value for the Ï boson propagator mass. The data are found to be in good agreement with Standard Model predictions.
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Introduction
Inclusive Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) has long been used as a sensitive probe of proton structure and Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). Since 1992 the experiments H1 and ZEUS have used the colliding lepton-proton beams of the HERA accelerator to further extend the phase space of such measurements into new kinematic regions of large four-momentum transfer squared É ¾ and small Ü, where Ü is the Bjorken scaling variable. The large integrated luminosity collected by the experiments has allowed measurements to be made in the very high É ¾ range up to ¿¼¼¼¼ GeV In this paper we report on NC and CC cross section measurements using Ô data taken during 
Neutral and Charged Current Cross Sections
The DIS cross sections AE ´ µ for NC and CC processes in ¦ Ô collisions may be factorised 
where « is the fine structure constant taken to be « «´É ¾ ¼µ. The AE Û AE corrections are defined in [4] with the Fermi coupling constant, , and Å as the other main electroweak inputs.
The helicity dependences of the electroweak interactions are contained in ¦ ½ ¦´½ Ýµ ¾ .
The generalised structure functions ¾ and Ü ¿ can be decomposed as follows [5] Over most of the kinematic domain at HERA the dominant contribution to the cross section comes from the electromagnetic structure function ¾ . Only at large values of É ¾ do the contributions due to ¼ exchange become important. For longitudinally unpolarised lepton beams ¾ is the same for electron and for positron scattering, while the Ü ¿ contribution changes sign as can be seen in eq. 1. In Ô scattering, due to the positive interference between photon and ¼ exchange, the Standard Model cross section is larger than that calculated in a model which includes only photon exchange. Conversely for · Ô scattering, within the HERA kinematic domain, the negative interference arising from the Ü ¿ term, results in a cross section that is smaller than in the photon exchange only model.
In the quark parton model (QPM) the structure functions ¾ , ¾ and ¾ are related to the sum of the quark and anti-quark densities
and the structure functions Ü ¿ and Ü ¿ to the difference between quark and anti-quark den-
The functions Õ and Õ are the parton distribution functions (PDFs) for quarks and anti-quarks, Õ is the charge of quark Õ in units of the electron charge and Ú Õ and Õ are the vector and axial-vector couplings of the quarks.
For CC interactions the cross section corrected for QED radiative effects may be expressed as
where AE Û are the CC weak radiative corrections. The structure functions for CC interactions Ï Ä , Ï ¾ , and Ü Ï ¿ are defined in analogy to the NC case. In the QPM, neglecting contributions from the Ø and quarks, the structure function term for ¦ Ô can be written as
where Ù, , , × are the quark distributions and Ù, , , × are the anti-quark distributions.
The measured cross sections presented in section 4, in which the effects of QED radiation have been corrected for, correspond to the differential cross sections ¾ AE ´ µ Ü É ¾ defined in eq. 1 and 6. The corrections (AE Õ AE ´ µ ) are defined in [2] and were calculated using the program HERACLES [7] as implemented in DJANGO [8] and verified with the analytic program HECTOR [9] . The radiative corrections due to the exchange of two or more photons between the lepton and the quark lines, which are not included in DJANGO, vary with the polarity of the lepton beam. This variation is small compared to the quoted errors and is neglected. The weak corrections (AE Û AE ´ µ ), are typically of the order of 1% and have not been applied to the measured cross sections, but are applied to determine the electromagnetic structure function ¾ and the CC structure function term .
It is convenient to derive the NC and CC "reduced cross sections" in which the dominant part of the É ¾ dependence of ¾ Ü É ¾ due to the boson propagators is removed. The reduced cross sections for NC and CC are defined as
The expression used to extract the electromagnetic structure function ¾ from the measured NC reduced cross section is:
where the correction terms 1 ¡ ¾ and ¡ ¿ account for the relative contribution of pure ¼ exchange and photon-¼ interference to ¾ and Ü ¿ , and ¡ Ä originates from the longitudinal structure function Ä .
Experimental Technique

H1 Apparatus
The co-ordinate system of H1 is defined such that the positive Þ axis is in the direction of the incident proton beam. The polar angle is then defined with respect to the positive Þ axis which defines the forward direction. The detector components most relevant to this analysis are the LAr calorimeter, which measures the angles and energies of particles over the range AE ½ AE , a lead-fibre calorimeter (SPACAL) covering the range ½ ¿ AE ½ AE and the inner tracking detectors which measure the angles and momenta of charged particles over the range AE ½ AE . In addition the PLUG calorimeter covers the range ¼ AE ¿ ¿ AE .
A full description of the H1 detector can be found in [10] and [11] .
Monte Carlo Generation Programs
In order to determine acceptance corrections and background contributions for the DIS cross section measurements, the detector response to events produced by various Monte Carlo (MC) generation programs is simulated in detail using a program based on GEANT [12] . These simulated events are then subjected to the same reconstruction and analysis chain as the real data.
DIS processes are generated using the DJANGO [8] program which is based on HERACLES [7] for the electroweak interaction and on LEPTO [13] , using the colour dipole model as implemented in ARIADNE [14] to generate the QCD dynamics. The JETSET program is used for the hadron fragmentation [15] . The simulated events are produced with PDFs from the next to leading order QCD fit [2] performed on fixed target data from NMC [16] and BCDMS [17] , and H1 · Ô data [2] . The fit gives a good description of the data and is referred to as the "H1 97 PDF Fit" in the following.
The dominant Ô background contribution to NC and CC processes is due to photoproduction (Ô) events. These are simulated using the PYTHIA [18] generator with GRV leading order parton distribution functions for the proton and photon [19] .
Kinematic Reconstruction and Calibration
The NC event kinematics are reconstructed using the ¦ method [20] The accessible kinematic range depends on the resolution of the reconstructed kinematics and is determined by requiring the purity and stability of any (Ü, É ¾ ) bin to be larger than ¿¼±. The stability (purity) is defined as the fraction of events which originate from a bin and which are reconstructed in it, divided by the number of generated (reconstructed) events in that bin.
The electromagnetic and hadronic response of the detector is calibrated using the analysis described in [2] . The procedure is found to give an excellent description of the detector response by the simulation. The hadronic final state is measured by combining calorimeter energy deposits (clusters) with low momentum tracks. Isolated, low energy calorimeter clusters are classified as noise and are not included in the determination of the hadronic final state.
Selection of NC Events
High É ¾ NC events are selected by requiring that the event has a compact electromagnetic cluster in the LAr calorimeter, taken to be the scattered electron, in addition to an interaction ), ensures that the measurement is confined to the region where the trigger efficiency is greater than 99.5%. Fiducial cuts are made to remove local regions where the electromagnetic shower of the scattered electron is not fully contained in the calorimeter, and where the trigger is not fully efficient. Further details are given in [22] .
The most significant background in the NC sample arises from photoproduction interactions where hadronic final state particles are misidentified as the scattered electron. This background is suppressed by requiring that ¦ · ¼ ´½ Ó× µ ¿ GeV, Ý ¼ and that there is an extrapolated track with a distance of closest approach to the cluster of less than ½¾ cm. This latter requirement is only applied for ¼ AE , where the track reconstruction efficiency is greater than 97±.
The final sample of selected NC data consists of about ¼¼¼¼ events. The scattered electron energy spectrum of the data is compared to simulation in fig. 1(a) 
Selection of CC Events
The selection of CC events is based on the expectation that the unseen neutrino will result in an observed imbalance in the transverse momentum, È Ì . A requirement that È Ì ½¾ GeV is therefore made. In addition the event must have a reconstructed vertex within ¦¿ cm of its nominal position.
The non-Ô background in the CC sample is rejected using timing requirements and a set of topological finders based on track and calorimeter patterns consistent with cosmic events or particles from the halo of the proton beam [23] . The remaining Ô background, which is dominantly due to photoproduction events, is suppressed using the ratio Î Ô Î Ô and the difference in azimuth between È Ì measured in the main detector and the PLUG calorimeter, ¡ ÈÄÍ .
The quantities Î Ô and Î Ô are respectively the transverse energy flow parallel and anti-parallel to È Ì ; they are determined from the transverse momentum vectors È Ì of all the particles which belong to the hadronic final state according to
CC events tend to have little energy in the hemisphere around the direction of the neutrino and consequently have small values of Î Ô Î Ô . Conversely the energy is more isotropic in photoproduction events which generally have higher values of Î Ô Î Ô . One of the main types of photoproduction background arises from events that contain a jet at low polar angle such that not all of the energy is recorded in the main detector, resulting in a measured imbalance in transverse momentum. This missing momentum is, however, generally tagged in the PLUG calorimeter, with such events having values of ¡ ÈÄÍ close to ½ ¼ AE . The two anti-photoproduction criteria are combined with È Ì so as to maximise the background rejection whilst still retaining a high efficiency for CC events.
For È Ì ¾ Î a È Ì dependent cut is applied in the ¡ ÈÄÍ -Î Ô Î Ô plane, whereas for È Ì ¾ Î, the cut is simplified to Î Ô Î Ô ¼ ¾. The cut gains a factor of two improvement in background rejection whilst retaining a similar selection efficiency compared to the cut Î Ô Î Ô ¼ ½ used in previous analyses [2] . Further details are available in [24] .
In order to restrict the measurement to a region where the kinematic reconstruction is optimal the events are required to have Ý ¦ ¾ ¼ . The CC trigger efficiency is determined using NC events in which all information associated to the scattered electron is removed. This method gives a precise measure of the efficiency which is found to be ¿± 
Cross Section Determination
The photoproduction background is estimated using simulated events from the PYTHIA generator and checked with a subsample of events which contain an electron tagged at small scattering angles. The contribution to the NC cross sections is never more than 5% at the highest Ý and negligible elsewhere. The background in the CC sample is at most 13% at the highest Ý at low É ¾ and below 1% for É ¾ ½¼¼¼ GeV ¾ . The background is statistically subtracted for each measurement bin.
The measured distributions are corrected for detector acceptance, migrations, the effects of QED radiation using the DJANGO simulation, and converted to cross sections at a specified bin centre by comparison with the H1 97 PDF Fit [2] .
Systematic Errors
The uncertainties on the measurement lead to systematic errors on the cross sections, which can be split into bin to bin correlated or uncorrelated parts. All the correlated systematic errors are found to be symmetric to a good approximation and are assumed so in the following. The total systematic error is formed by adding the individual errors in quadrature. The correlated and the uncorrelated systematic errors of the NC and CC cross section measurements are given in tables 8 and 9 and their origin is discussed below. A correlated uncertainty of ¿ ÑÖ on the determination of the electron polar angle. This leads to an uncertainty on the NC reduced cross section which does not exceed 5%.
A ¾± uncertainty on the hadronic energy in the LAr calorimeter which is obtained from the quadratic sum of an uncorrelated systematic uncertainty of ½ ± and a correlated uncertainty of ½± originating from the calibration method and from the uncertainty of the reference scale (È Ì ). The resulting correlated systematic error increases at low Ý, and is typically ±.
A correlated ¾ ± uncertainty on the amount of noise energy subtracted in the LAr calorimeter, which gives rise to a correlated systematic error at low Ý, e.g. ³ ± at Ü ¼ and É ¾ ¾¼¼¼ Î ¾ in the NC measurements.
A ± (¿±) uncertainty on the energy of the hadronic final state measured in the SPACAL (tracking system). The influence on the cross section is small compared to the uncorrelated uncertainty of the LAr calorimeter energy, and so the three contributions (LAr, SPACAL, tracks) have been added quadratically, giving rise to the uncorrelated hadronic error which is given in table 8 for the NC data and in table 9 for the CC data.
The correlated error due to the uncertainty of the efficiency of the anti-photoproduction cut is estimated by varying the quantity Î Ô Î Ô by ¦¼ ¼¾. This leads to a maximum error at low È Ì in the CC analysis of ½¾±. The ¿¼± uncertainty on the subtracted photoproduction background results in a correlated systematic error always smaller than ± in any bin, both for the NC and CC measurements.
The following uncertainties, which lead to equivalent uncorrelated systematic errors on the cross sections, have also been taken into account as listed below.
¯A ¾± error originating from the electron identification efficiency in the NC analysis.
A 1% error on the efficiency of the track-cluster link requirement in the NC analysis.
A ¼ ± error on the trigger efficiency in the NC analysis, and from ¾ to ± in the CC
analysis.
An error of ½± (NC), ¿± (CC) on the cross section originating from the QED radiative corrections.
A ¿± error on the efficiency of the non-Ô background finders in the CC analysis. A ¾± error ( ± for Ý ¼ ½) on the vertex finding efficiency for CC events.
Further details can be found in [22, 23] . Overall the typical total systematic error for the NC (CC) double differential cross section is about ± (½¾±). For the AE ´ µ É ¾ measurements, the equivalent error is typically ¿± ( ±). In addition a ½ ± normalisation error, due to the luminosity uncertainty, must be considered, but is not included in the systematic error of the measurements given in the tables, or shown in the figures.
Results
NC and CC Cross Sections
Ü
The dependence of the NC cross sections as a function of Ü is shown in fig. 3 for both Ô and The CC Ô cross section is larger than that for · Ô scattering by a factor of two at low Ü and a factor of four at high Ü. The difference between the cross sections is understood to be due to the different contributions of quark flavours probed by the exchanged Ï ¦ bosons and the helicity structure of the CC interaction (see eq. 8). In the valence region at high Ü the dominant CC process is the scattering off Ù quarks for Ô interactions and off quarks for · Ô interactions. The Ô cross section is expected to be larger (see eq. 8) since there are two Ù valence quarks and only one valence quark in the proton. Furthermore, scattering off quarks is suppressed by a factor of´½ Ýµ ¾ compared to Ù quarks. The effect of the increased centre-of-mass energy accounts only for a small part of the difference, and is shown by the dashed curve in fig. 4 .
NC and CC Cross Sections
É ¾
The NC cross section É ¾ for Ô data is shown in fig. 5 for Ý ¼ and is listed in table 4. The cross section is corrected for the effect of the cut 
NC and CC Reduced Cross Sections
The double differential NC reduced cross section measurements are listed in table 6 and are  also given in table 8 where the contribution of each of the main systematic uncertainties is listed separately. In addition table 6 gives the extracted value of the electromagnetic structure function ¾ , where the correction factor,´½ · ¡ ÐÐ µ, was determined from the H1 97 PDF Fit.
The NC reduced cross section is shown in fig. 7 over the full Ü and É ¾ range of the measurement which reaches Ü ¼ and É ¾ ¿¼¼¼¼ GeV ¾ . The data exhibit a strong rise with decreasing Ü which can be interpreted (see eq. 4) as due to the high density of low Ü quarks in the proton. The H1 97 PDF Fit is found to give a good description of the Ü, É ¾ behaviour of the data, though at low Ü the expectation has a slight tendency to be lower than the measured cross sections. In fig. 8 fig. 9 is the expected contribution from the Ù quark which dominates the Ô CC cross section for all Ü and É ¾ . The good agreement observed between the Ô CC reduced cross section and the H1 97 PDF Fit indicates that the Ù quark density of the proton is well understood across the kinematic range in the measurements. 
H1 Charged Current
where Ý ¾¼ and Ý ¾¼ are the inelasticities, and ¦ ¾¼ and ¦ ¾¼ are the helicity functions (see section 2) evaluated for fixed Ü and É ¾ for the given proton beam energy ¾¼ Î and ¾¼ Î. The contribution of Ä was estimated from the QCD fit and is found to be ³ ½¼± at the lowest Ü and negligible elsewhere. The resulting generalised structure function Ü ¿ , shown in fig. 10(b) as a function of Ü is expected to rise with É ¾ for fixed Ü due to the The measurement of Ü ¿ is the first at high É ¾ and also extends to lower Ü than previous measurements. It has the advantage compared to fixed target determinations [26] in that the target is a proton, and therefore there are no corrections for nuclear effects. It should be noted that due to the quark charges and couplings (see eq. 5) Ü ¿ measured in Ô interactions is not the same quantity as Ü ¿ as measured in AE interactions.
The results in fig. 10 (c) are consistent with zero at large Ü, rising to ¼ at Ü ³ ¼ ½. At lower Ü the data are consistent with expectation albeit with large errors. These observations are in agreement with the expectations from QCD in which Ü ¿ is dependent on the difference between quark and anti-quark densities (see eq. 5) and is therefore primarily sensitive to the valence quark distributions. The QCD expectation for Ü ¿ , which is also shown in fig. 10(c) , is seen to rise to a maximum at Ü ¼ ½. The data are found to be in agreement with the expectation at Ü ¼ ¾, but lie above at lower Ü values. In order to quantify the level of agreement of the data and the expectation the sum rule
is determined [27] by analogy with the Gross Llewellyn-Smith sum rule [28] for neutrino scattering which has been found to be valid [29] . The sum rule in eq. 14 follows from eq. 5 by replacing the differences between the quark and anti-quark distributions by the valence distributions which, when integrated yield AE Ù and AE , the numbers of Ù and valence quarks, respectively. The term Ç´½ « × µ represents the QCD radiative corrections [30] . The H1 data at fixed Ü are averaged by taking weighted means, and integrated yielding 
